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Introduction
HPVs (Human Papilloma virus) are associated with a variety 

of clinical conditions that ranges from less harmful lesions to life 
threatening cancer. During the onset of 19th century, HPV association 
with human cancers has been found with major links to genital warts 
and cervical cancers.1 With recent advances in HPV vaccine, the 
possibility of preventing the second most common cancer among 
the women is promising. But as these vaccines are prophylactic 
vaccines there is a dynamic need for the development of therapeutic 
vaccine. In this review, we would discuss about HPV and Cervical 
cancer, immunological aspects of HPV infection, current vaccines and 
vaccine case studies, recent strategies employed for the development 
of therapeutic vaccines with emphasis on second generation vaccine 
and its future prospects.

Discussion
HPV and cervical cancer

Every year, there are122,844 new cases of cervical cancer in India 
as compared to 527624 cases worldwide that almost contribute to one-
fourth of cervical cancer burden globally.2 Cervical cancer is often the 
most common cancer in women of developing countries constituting 
up to 25% of all female cancers. Papillomaviruses (PVs) are present 
almost everywhere and are hosted by many animals as well as humans 
to which they are specific for and is considered the most common 
cause of cervical cancer.3 There are many other risk factors that can 

cause cervical cancer like the early age of sexual activity, multiple 
sexual partners, multiple pregnancies, poor genital hygiene, cigarette 
smoking, oral contraceptives, HIV and immune suppressive drugs 
etc.4 HPVs exhibit a great diversity in their genomic sequences 
because of which there are more than two hundred variants.3 Based 
on their association with cervical cancer and precursor lesions, HPVs 
have been grouped into high-risk and low-risk HPV types. Types 6, 
11, 42, 43, and 44 comes under low-risk HPVs. High-risk HPV types 
include types 16, 18, 31, 33, 34, 35, 39, 45, 51, 52, 56, 58, 59, 66, 68, 
and 70.5 Both the HR-HPVs (HPV-16 and HPV-18) being the most 
prominent HPVs contributing to over in>95% of cervical cancer cases6 
and HPV16 alone accounts for more than half the cases of cervical 
cancer worldwide. High-risk HPV establishes its genome as an 
extrachromosomal episome by infecting the basal cells in the cervical 
epithelium through microlesions.7 Some molecular studies have 
revealed fundamental mechanisms of HPV carcinogenesis by which 
HPV replicates, transforms cells and evades the immune system. HPV 
is a nonenveloped small virus of 55 nm diameter. It is a polyhedron 
capsid composed of 72 capsomers, the genome contains three regions: 
a noncoding upstream regulatory region, the long control region 
(LCR), an early region, consisting of ORFs E1, E2, E4, E5 (involved 
in viral replication), E6 and E7 (involved in oncogenesis) and a late 
region, which encodes the structural proteins for viral capsid L1 and 
L2.8 The HPV E7 protein is an 11 kDa protein that binds with the 
pRb, p107 and p130 proteins leading to dissociation of the E2F family 
of transcription factors, which are required for the transactivation of 
cellular proteins cyclins A and E involved in replication. 
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Abstract

Cervical cancer is the second most prevalent cancer in women worldwide, with about 
500,000 cases and over 270,000 deaths estimated annually. The disease is caused due 
to the persistent infection of one or more type of high risk HPVs in which HPV-
16/18 are the most common. In India, HPV-16 is the most prevalent type of High 
risk HPV associated with cervical cancer risk. In the year 2006-2007, two VLP based 
prophylactic HPV vaccines, Gardasil and Cervarix came into the market. Recently in 
2014, a new nonavalent vaccine Gardasil9 has been licensed as the improvised form of 
tetravalent Gardasil by FDA. Though HPV vaccines prevent its spread and persistence 
but they are insufficient in reverting or eliminating the already established invasive 
cancers. Besides, these vaccines are also having certain limitations which includes 
require refrigeration, higher cost, limited serotype and efficacy is person dependent. 
To overcome the limitations of the available vaccines, the development of second 
generation vaccines e.g. capsomere based vaccines, plant based edible vaccines, 
recombinant live-vector vaccines, protein and peptide based vaccines, multi-epitopic 
based vaccines and DNA-based vaccines is under way. These vaccines will be heat 
stable, cost effective and may apply both in prevention and also in the treatment of 
cancers. It has been stated that cervical cancer is detected mainly in women older than 
35 years suggesting HPV infection at a younger age and slow progression to cancer at 
an older age. It is really difficult to promote vaccination for younger girls in countries 
like India to prevent the onset of the disease because of the cultural and prestigious 
issues related to STDs. So there is an urging need in India for the development of 
therapeutic vaccine for the eradication of the devastating disease as well as to meet the 
global responsibility of achieving herd immunity.
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Another is E6 protein (16 kDa) which associates with p53 and 
leads to its ubiquitination and degradation further escape growth 
arrest and anti-apoptotic role by associating with Bak protein also.9 
Other than HPV there are other viruses such as human herpesvirus 
serve as co-factors in the development of cervical cancer. Besides 
this there are numerous other factors involved in cervical cancer 
progression such as heritability including vulnerability to HPV 
infection, ability to abolish HPV infection, time taken for developing 
the disease and infections with multiple types of HPV.1 It is observed 
that the infection with one type of HPV variant in a tissue changed its 
micro environment in such a way that it became much sensitive for 
the co- infection with the multiple HPV genotypes. As reported the 
rate of multiple-infection seen up to 39% could lead to the severity 
of cervical disease as it comprises of 34% infection with high risk 
HPVs.10 Another approach that is also recognized recently is the 
concept of quasispecies. The intratypic variants of same genotypes are 
considered quasispecies which have originated either by co-infection 
or by mutegenesis arising from single variant.7,11 Have reported 
multiple variants of Indian specific HPV 16 (V1-V16). Although these 
variants carry minor genetic variations in their genome but in future 
these key changes could provide novel strategies for the diagnosis 
and clinical management of HPV 16 infections. Pathogenicity of HPV 
variants differs according to their properties. It is also observed that the 
oncogenicity of specific HPV variants appears to vary geographically 
and also with the ethnic origin of the population studied.12

Immunological aspects of HPV infection

In most of the circumstances, final resolution of a pathogenic 
infection necessitates the initiation of a local inflammatory response; 
suitably assent to provide the recruitment of adaptive immune effectors 
to deal with the danger. These early steps are part of the nonspecific 
innate immune response which is responsible for local damage and 
specific pathogen associated molecular patterns engage with pattern 
recognition receptors on APCs for activation of the local antigen 
milieu. Afterward, these APCs migrate to local secondary immune 
sites where these can activate relevant antigen-specific T cells, 
which then can be recruited to the inflammatory site.13 A sequence 
of inter-connected procedures combine in neoplastic progression 
tries to promote immune deviation and ultimately a metastasizing 
tumor forms. Although HPV has anti-inflammatory properties, 
high-grade lesions are infiltrated by myelo-monocytic cells.In this 
process HPV-transformed cells produce IL-6 which acts on tumour-
associated myeloid and inflammatory cells in paracrine manner.14 As a 
consequence of this, STAT3 gets activate in monocytesand translates 
the signal into CCL2 production(an immune-modulating and tumour-
promoting factor). In addition, CCL2-motivated Ca2+ signalling leads 
to MMP-9 up regulation, which helps in cancer progression.15 The 
combination of local immune factors upregulate the expression of 
checkpoint-inhibitor ligand such as PD-L1 and this acts as a block to 
antitumour-specific T-cell effectors.16 The enhanced knowledge and 
understanding of complex interactions of HPV-associated neoplasia 
has provided opportunities for new or improved strategies for 
therapeutic intervention. In addition, High Risk (HR) HPV influences 
immune evasion by several complementary strategies during early 
infection. The viral HPV E5 hampers with trafficking of MHC class I 
molecules during a physical interaction,17 on the other hand E7 reduces 
the density of surface MHC molecules and antigen presentation 
through its effect on STAT1 signaling and the suppression of IRF-
1.18 The E6 protein normally associates with Tyk2, thereby impairing 
Jak-STAT activation by IFNα.19 All these effects together cooperate 

the MHC class processing and presentation of viral peptides at the 
infected cell surface and possibly desensitize the target susceptibility 
to IFN. This reduces the visibility of infected cells to innate and 
adaptive immune–effectors mechanisms favoring viral persistence.

Vaccine

Cervarix and Gardasil, bivalent and tetravalent vaccines 
respectively are the commercially available vaccines against HPVs. 
Firstly experimental monovalent vaccine compound was made by 
self-assembling the L1 protein as virus like particle (VLP) which was 
found to be effective against the structurally analogous HPVs such 
as HPV 16 VLP showed cross reactivity for HPV 31 and HPV 18 
for HPV 45.20 The VLP based technique was adopted to make first 
vaccine, a quadrivalent vaccine against HPV 6/11/16/18 came into the 
market in 2006 by Merck named as Gardasil and Silgard.After that 
a bivalent vaccine which is the HPV 16 and 18 L1 protein products 
conjugated with an adjuvant aluminum salt marketed as Cervarix 
since 2007 in Europe and 2009 in US.21 Both the vaccine has to be 
given as 3 dose schedule (qHPV- 0, 2, 6 months and bHPV- 0, 1, 6 
months) There is shortage in vaccination and even if some women are 
vaccinated there is struggle to achieve the application of vaccine either 
in the second dose or for the last dose. Both vaccines showed up to 
10 yrs. protection and are expected to provide protection even beyond 
this period. Now there is a new nonavalent vaccine Gardasil9 that has 
also been introduced as the improvised form of tetravalent Gardasil 
which was licensed on December 14, 2014 by FDA for 9-26 yrs. old 
women and 9-1 5 yrs. old boys. HPV infections and related diseases 
are common in boys and men too and women generally get infected 
with HPV through their male counterparts so male vaccination would 
serve as a great step towards attaining protection for both the genders. 
Moreover for countries like India, people are really sensitive for 
vaccinating women against intended for sexually transmitted diseases 
before marriage so vaccinating males for protection and achieving 
herd immunity would be simpler.22

Case study
Some countries have taken the initiative to achieve global herd 

immunity like UK, Australia, US, Denmark and Scotland to set up 
a wide HPV vaccination program since 2007 for women aged 12-26 
yrs. There was observed a notable abolition of genital warts in women 
within 3 yrs. which lead to mass immunity.20

Drawbacks of current vaccines

I. Though HPV vaccines prevent its spread and persistence but 
they are insufficient in reverting or eliminating the already es-
tablished invasive cancers.

II. All the current vaccines in use contain only the L1 or L2 or 
both proteins whose expression is lost in transformed cells so 
these vaccine products are insufficient for therapeutic aspects 
and only work as prophylactic vaccines.23

III. Requires refrigeration.

IV. Their high cost limits their use in low resource countries.

V. Limited serotype.

VI. The humoral immunity induced is primarily type specific, so 
the level of protection will not support complete protection 
from other oncogenic HPV types.

https://doi.org/10.15406/acp.2018.03.00042
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VII. The efficacy of the vaccine is person dependent.

Vaccine designs recently under study

To overcome the limitations of the available vaccines, researchers 
are trying to develop second generation vaccines e.g. capsomere 
based vaccines, plant based edible vaccines, recombinant live-vector 
vaccines, protein and peptide based vaccines, multi-epitopic based 
vaccines and DNA-based vaccines or “Genetic vaccines”.24

Chimeric L2-based

The L2 minor capsid protein are also been in study as these have 
highly conserved N- terminal regions which are incorporated into L1 
protein to form an immunogenic compound as it is not type restricted 
as are the current vaccines. But these chimeric compounds can induce 
low level neutralizing antibodies for not only the homologous types 
but also cross neutralize the heterologous HPV types. The neutralizing 
antibodies produced by L1 VLP are highly immunogenic than the L2 
chimeric protein because L2 is not exposed over the HPV surface 
and also may be because L1 dominates L2 in the chimeric form.25 

Though HPV vaccines prevent its spread and persistence but they 
are insufficient in reverting or eliminating the already established 
invasive cancers. All the current vaccines in use contain only the L1 
or L2 or both proteins whose expression is lost in transformed cells 
so these vaccine products are insufficient for therapeutic aspects and 
only work as prophylactic vaccines, require refrigeration, and their 
high cost limits their use in low resource countries like India.23

Multi-epitopic based

Recently for colorectal cancer chimaeric viruslike particles 
(VLP), a form of non-infectious non-replicative subunit vaccine 
consisting of rabbit haemorrhagic disease virus (RHDV) VP60 capsid 
proteins containing recombinantly inserted epitopes from murine 
topoisomerase IIα and surviving have been developed. These vaccines 
were developed in mono- (T.VP60, S.VP60) and multi-target (TS.
VP60) forms, aimingto elucidate the potential benefits from multi-
target vaccination, this strategy of combining of epitopes was capable 
of complete tumor eradication so may also be useful for HPV related 
tumors.26

DNA Vaccine encoding HPV16 (E6 and E7)

Study has also been done for vaccine development using 
oncoproteins E6 and E7 that are constantly expressed by HPV-
associated premalignant neoplastic epithelial and cancer cells. 
Therefore, E6 and E7 become optimal antigen targets for 
immunotherapy. It has been showed that a vaccine covering HPV 
16 E6 and E7asa DNA construct induced long-lasting antibody and 
CD8+ T-cell (CTL) responses in mice that could combat the progress 
of HPV16-E7-expressing tumors. The construct was combined with 
PDL1 (immune check point blockade) and it further enhanced anti-
tumor immunity.27 A new approach for DNA based vaccine suggests 
the vector that encodes for a TAA (tumor associated antigen) and T-cell 
costimulatory molecules which can be used for initial priming and the 
other is for booster effect. Such innovative approaches have been used 
in other cancers for ensuring a more viable immune response against 
the TAAs but not yet been used for cervical cancer vaccine.28

Advantages

A. Heat stable so there is no need of refrigeration.

B. Production is easy on a large scale in timely manner and cost 
effective.

C. DNA vaccines have a promising application both in the pre-
vention of cancer and also in the treatment of already existing 
cancers. 

D. DNA vaccine can be presented by both MHC-I and MHC-II 
so they have the potential to induce both humoral and cellular 
response.

E. The activated CD8+ T-cells also release high levels of in-
flammatory cytokines, such as interferon-(IFN) and tumor 
necrosis factor- (TNF), to induce a conducive environment 
for anti-tumor response.

F. The T-cell effector responses by DNA vaccine elicit Th1 
biased immune response which helps in preserving durable 
immune memory and also there is no risk of infection by this 
technique. 

G. DNA vaccines have a promising application both in the pre-
vention of cancer and also in the treatment of already existing 
cancers.

Conclusion
Novel therapeutic endeavors utilizing the recent breakthroughs in 

understanding the immunological details of the infection are need of 
the hour due to the drawback of current prophylactic vaccines. E6/
E7 being oncogenes should be considered as an ideal target for DNA 
vaccine development as both genes are expressed in non-transformed 
as well transformed cells of infected epithelium. Intervention that 
are likely to contribute for DNA vaccine development can be further 
enhanced by combining different immunosuppressive components, 
conjugating adjuvants and T-cell co-stimulatory molecules with 
therapeutic HPV DNA vaccine constructs. Some studies states that 
cervical cancer is detected mainly in women older than 35 years 
suggesting HPV infection at a younger age and slow progression to 
cancer at an older age. It is really difficult to promote vaccination 
for younger girls in countries like India to prevent the onset of the 
disease because of the cultural and prestigious issues related to STDs. 
So there is an urging need in India for the development of therapeutic 
vaccine for the eradication of the devastating disease as well as to 
meet the global responsibility of achieving herd immunity.
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